*The following survey was sent to 500 random students at Lafayette College regardless of their majors and extracurricular activities. The purpose of the survey was to gauge interest level of a Sports Engineering System between Lafayette College and Majestic Athletic. Of the 500 surveys sent, 329 of them were filled out. The following data includes, the question asked, the possible answers, and a percentage of each answer. The color green symbolizes a positive answer with respect to the purpose of this survey and the color red represents a negative answer.

1. Do you have interest in Lafayette College Sports?

   ![Bar chart showing 86.9% Yes and 13.1% No]

2. Would you have more interest in Lafayette Sports if you could help create and design the uniforms, equipment, and gear that the athletes wear?

   ![Bar chart showing 59.3% Yes and 40.7% No]
3. Do you have interest in sports product development and innovation? (i.e. the creation of uniforms, shoes, protective gear, etc.)

4. Would you be interested in a brown bag, a class, or a program at Lafayette College in Sports Engineering/ Sports Product Development?
5. Are you aware that the production head quarters of Majestic Athletic, the on field uniform provider for Major League Baseball, is located in Easton only 10 minutes away from Lafayette's Campus?

6. Would you be interested in Lafayette sponsored internships, externships, and classes where you work with Majestic on sportswear product development?
7. Does the idea of having a system where sports products are developed by Lafayette Students, produced by Majestic Athletic, and worn/tested by Lafayette Athletes appeal to you?

- Yes: 84.50%
- No: 15.50%